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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2012 Annual Report reflects the outcomes of year one of three in our current planning
cycle. The key priority areas of the Australian Dance Council – Ausdance NSW are outlined in
the Strategic Framework of the 2012-14 Business Plan endorsed by the state funding body,
Arts NSW. The dance sector in NSW is diverse, talented and has huge potential. Ausdance
NSW, as the peak professional body for dance in NSW, continues to work with the sector to
both build on the last trienniums innovative program. That aimed to increase the visibility of
dance and build capacity whilst embracing some new priority areas.
The Business Plan 2012-14 articulates three priority areas with various strategies to deliver
effective outcomes. These are informed by the broader strategic key policy directions of Arts
NSW and the NSW state government. Two areas to explore during 2013 & 14 and beyond will
be education and regional work.
Key achievements for the organization in 2012 include; delivering the Australian Youth Dance
Festival (AYDF) a biannual festival that plays a vital role in the ecology of the dance sector at
both state and National level. Several programs streams; professional classes, residencies,
masterclass series, beyond training workshops, events, meetings, roundtables, lobbying and
advocating have all contributed to building capacity for the NSW dance sector. We have
continued to build upon the work of the inaugural NSW Aboriginal Dance Forum delivered in
2011. We have continued to develop our strategic partnership programs with Critical Path,
FORM projects, Sydney Opera House, Departments of Education and Training, Bangarra
Dance Theatre, Gosford City Council and NAISDA Dance College. We also conduct and
facilitate many industry meetings with; individual artists, small to medium companies, major
companies, studio owners, and NSW Tertiary Dance Network. We auspice and provide
advice on a daily basis to people working and participating in dance in NSW.
Website unique visitors continued to increase in 2012 www.ausdancensw.com.au (see Table
5.)
During 2012 Ausdance NSW decided to invest $44,207 of its accumulated funds (at that time
$91,000) to deliver the Australian Youth Dance Festival.
Getting dance on to the curriculum was another momentous achievement for 2012. It is also
important to note the key work done by Ausdance state and National staff in partnership with
others to enable the Arts and, in particular, dance to become part of Australia‟s first National
Curriculum. This was done through many years of research, delivery of high quality programs
to feed in to the lobbying process with National and State governments. The challenge for
2013/14 and the next decade, is in delivering the curriculum in a way that positively shapes
the next generation of creative young people, to grow participation, audience and
appreciation, in the arts. This can only be achieved by providing access to high quality
dance performances, teaching, resources and appropriate facilities for dance. This provides
both a challenge and an opportunity for the education and dance sectors to work together
alongside government and arts agencies to enable this to happen. Ausdance proposes to
play a key part in facilitating conversations, opportunities and strategies to make this happen
during the following years.
At the end of 2012 Cathy Murdoch moved on from the post of Director, Ausdance NSW after
nearly 9yrs service. Thank you to Cathy from the board, the members and the sector for her
work with Ausdance. Michelle Silby has been appointed as the new Director, Ausdance NSW.
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2012 Board and Staff
In 2012, Ausdance NSW maintained its current Board members with appropriate skills to
enhance the organisations development. In 2012, the Board actively participated in
providing expertise in the areas of strategic planning, management, policy, finance, and
program initiatives.
Board Members for 2012
Professor Elizabeth More AM
Neil Adams
Pamela Edwards
Kay Armstrong
Rebecca Taylor
Peter Leunig

(Chair)
(Treasurer, financial)
(Public Officer, legal)
(Sector representative)
(Arts Policy)
(Philanthropic)

Board Experience and Qualifications
name and position

qualifications

expertise

Prof Elizabeth More AM

BA Hons 1 (UNSW)

Executive Foundation Dean

Chair

Grad Dip Public Mgt (UCQ)

Faculty of Business

M Commercial Law
(Deakin)

Australian Catholic University

PhD (UNSW)

years on
board

Elected 2007

Other Experience:
Academic Director of Macquarie City
Campus, Macquarie University
Professor of Management, MGSM,
Macquarie University.
Former professional dancer.

Neil Adams

B.Bus (Accy) QUT

Treasurer

LLB (ANU)
FCPA
CIA
FIIA

Director, Adams Consulting & Training
Pty Ltd

Elected 2007

Other Experience:
Senior roles in government and
private sector. Chair of Audit and Risk
Committee for 3 NSW local
governments.

MAICD

Pamela Edwards
Public Officer

BA / LLB (UNSW)

Non-executive Director, Argyle
Community Housing Limited.

Elected 2007

Other Experience: Legal consultant
specializing in the investment funds
management industry within Europe.
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Peter Leunig

BSc (Path) UWA

Committee Member

BA (Music) UWA

Head of Fundraising, St Vincent’s &
Mater Health Sydney.
Other Experience:

Elected June
2008

Establishing office of Institutional
Advancement Macquarie University
and office of Development & Alumni
Relations at UWA.
Kay Armstrong

BA Dance (WAAPA)

Artistic Director youmove Dance
Company.

Committee Member
Other Experience:

Elected June
2009

Choreographer
Tertiary facilitator – dance
Robert Helpmann Scholarship
recipient
Rebecca Taylor

BSoc Sc

Committee Member

Macquarie University,
Sydney
Certificate IV in Training
and Assessment –
TAA40104

Corporate Development Officer,
Sydney Opera House
Elected June
2008
Other Experience:
Former professional dancer

Staff 2012
Director: Cathy Murdoch until the end of Oct 2012.
Michelle Silby was appointed on 29 Oct as the new Director for Ausdance NSW. She fully took
up the post Jan 14, 2013. (after an initial 6 week part time at the end of 2012)
Marketing and Administration Coordinator: Gina Marie Shrubsall
Finance Manager: Rhanda Mansour
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Name and position

Qualifications

Cathy Murdoch

BA Dance (QUT)

Director, Ausdance NSW 8 years

Director

Cert Events Management
(UTS)

Non for profit organizational
management and strategic
program development.

Masters of Business
Administration (MBA)
(ACU) current

Years in
company

Expertise

2004- 2012

Prior Experience:
Corporate Communications
Coordinator, International Media
Relations Assistant, Sydney Opera
House.
Former professional dancer.

Gina Marie Shrubsall

BA Dance (WAAPA)

Online communications specialist.

Marketing Coordinator

Master of Arts
(Choreography) UWS

Prior Experience:

Rhanda Mansour

BBus (UTS)

Finance Office

CPA (UTS)

Qualified Accountant and
bookkeeping services 11 years.

2011 current

Communications Officer and Editor
at Australian Museums Online
(Powerhouse Museum) and
Screenrights Australia, Co-founder
Cultural Technology Ltd.

2011 - 2013

AMC

Australian Youth Dance Festival
Project Manager, Australian Youth Dance Festival – Sarah-Vyne Vassallo
Intern, Australian Youth Dance Festival – Tanya Veselcic

Bridge Dance Intensive
Intern, Bridge Dance Intensive – Carl Scriberras

2012-2014 Strategic Framework
In 2012, Ausdance NSW implemented year one of the 2012-14 Business Plan, endorsed by
Arts NSW in late 2011.
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Priority 1 Access and Participation
Strategy 1.1 Expand and strengthen partnership initiatives
Spring Dance Master Class Series, in partnership with Sydney Opera House
In 2012, Sydney Opera House and Ausdance NSW worked in partnership to deliver a
comprehensive program of six masterclasses with high profile International, interstate and local
dance artists and companies as part of Spring Dance Festival. The series attracted 91
participants with more than 70% of attendees identifying as Ausdance NSW members. In 2012,
Ausdance NSW membership maintained the figure of 117 members.
Each company performing in Spring Dance offered a masterclass for professional dancers,
based on the repertoire performed in the festival. Many NSW based dancers made use of the
masterclasses to connect with international artists and initiate ongoing exchanges. The
masterclasses were promoted extensively to the Ausdance NSW network and priority bookings
offered to Ausdance members. (Note: Due to injury Tao Ye artists were unable to provide a
masterclass and participants were offered alternative activities.)
Table1.
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Beyond the Training Program in partnership with Critical Path
Beyond the Training is an annual series of
skills sharing and professional development
workshops aimed at exploring beyond the
technique of dance classes. The series
supports the Responsive Research Program
at Critical Path and expands upon the
regular contemporary dance class program
delivered by Ausdance NSW. The workshop
series runs for 3hours on 3 evenings.
Ausdance NSW member fee: $45 per
workshop series (9hrs) with discounted rate of
$120 for advanced bookings for all 3
Photo: Alejandro Rolandi

workshops in the 2012 series.

2012 workshop leaders were Alejandro Rolandi and Craig Bary. Participants are emerging to
mid-career professional independent dancers, looking to make long-term career
connections with the more established artists who led the workshop series, and their peers.
Twenty independent artists completed the series in 2012, with 15 of these being Ausdance
NSW members.

Photo: Craig Bary
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Table 2.

Beyond the Training Workshop Series are conducted at the Critical Path Drill Hall in
Rushcutters Bay, this is a central and familar location for many independent dancers.
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Australian Youth Dance Festival in partnership Gosford City Council & NAISDA
Ausdance NSW presented the 2012 Australian
Youth Dance Festival, ‘Dance to Discover’ at
NAISDA, the national Indigenous dance training
centre, at Mt Penang Parklands on the Central
Coast of NSW. The Festival was presented
during the Easter school holiday period 8-14 April
2012. Over 150 young dancers from around
Australia participated in AYDF. Every participant
in AYDF is an Ausdance member.
Choreographic sessions throughout the week
culminated in the creation of a new site-specific
dance work, ‘Shades of Us’, at Mt Penang
Gardens with all participants of the AYDF 2012
and 500 audience members.

Photo credit: Emily Sandrussi AYDF 2012

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE AYDF VIDEO>>
Dance to Discover was an exciting weeklong dance intensive that provided a
unique opportunity for young people to
have access to some of the finest dance
experiences available in Australia. AYDF is
unique in its structure, and the way in
which it allows young people to engage in
creative exchange with professional
dancers and choreographers, and their
peers. AYDF takes place in a supportive,
non-competitive environment that
encourages participation and learning.
The AYDF program includes dance
workshops in a wide variety of styles,
choreographic activities and
performances led by significant Australian
professional dance artists.
(See Dance to Discover timetable on the
following page).
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Table 3.
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Dance & Disability Strategy in partnership with Accessible Arts
Partnership
Ausdance NSW and Accessible Arts developed a strategic partnership, as an outcome of the
Dance Symposium held in 2011. The formation of a three-year partnership between
Ausdance NSW and Accessible Arts commenced in 2012 with Catalyst Dance Masterclass
Series. Ausdance NSW brings considerable experience and connections to the project and
plays an important role as part of our Advisory group, by providing advice, advocacy,
publicity and access to their extensive networks.
Dance Symposium
In 2011 Accessible Arts facilitated a Dance Symposium which brought together a diverse
group of contributors and participants from across NSW, all passionate about supporting and
developing inclusive dance practice in NSW. Both the Arts and Disability sectors were well
represented and a range of differing experiences informed the forum. Participants included
choreographers, dance program facilitators from disability services, dancers with and without
disability, dance practitioners from a range of studios, funding body representatives, venue
presenters and producers.
A vibrant discussion at the Symposium provided a focus for defining the needs of accessible
dance practice in NSW. These needs included information creation and exchange; training
and professional development; local and regional networking and capacity building;
collaborative initiatives for integrated dance practitioners; opportunities to engage with the
mainstream dance sector; profiling of leading models of integrated dance theatre in
mainstream contexts; dance training and educational resources and general ongoing
support for the community.
Program/Activity
Catalyst aims to provide skills development and training for both dance practitioners and
dancers with and without disability working in inclusive practice. The series is progressive and
culminated in a public showing and Q & A upon completion of the final masterclass. Each
series was led by a leading choreographer with a background in inclusive dance practice,
within NSW and Australia. The key focus and planning of the series was developed in
consultation with the steering committee.
Key personnel:
Project Manager: Sarah-Vyne Vassallo. Series 1 Choreographers: Sue Healy and Kiruna
Stamell. Series 2 Choreographers: Dean Walsh and Helen Clark Lapin. Series 3
Choreographer: Philips Channells. Volunteers: Chanel Leaudais and Olivia Hutchinson-Smith.
Carriageworks Operations Manager: Guy Harding. Carriageworks Event Manager: Kri Leitner
Key Stakeholders
Accessible Arts, Ausdance NSW, CarriageWorks, NSW Government, Motor Accidents
Authority, National Disability Services, Arts Access Australia, Cerebral Palsy- The Spastic
Centre, Beyond the Square, Creative Movement, Dance Ability.
Supported by
Ausdance NSW, Carriageworks, The Ian Potter Foundation, ANZ Trustees, James Kirby
Foundation, The Flack Trust.
Venue
Carriageworks, 245 Wilson St, Eveleigh, Sydney NSW 2015.
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Attendance
Series 1
13 Saturday Professional Development Practitioners
24 Sunday Practitioners and Dancers
13 People with Disabilities
24 Total participants in Masterclass Series 1
Series 2
17 Saturday Professional Development Practitioners
27 Sunday Practitioners and dancers
20 People with disabilities
27 Total participants in Masterclass Series 2
Series 3
11 Professional Development Practitioners
27 Dancers
30 People with Disabilities
38 Total participants in Masterclass Series 3
Total participants 24 dance practitioner and 33 dancers with and without disabilities.
Summary

The Masterclass Series, held at Carriageworks, consisted of three progressive workshops
throughout 2012. The series provided 24 dance practitioners and 33 dancers‟ professional
development and training from some of Australia's leading choreographers including Sue
Healey, Dean Walsh and Philip Channells, and guests Helen Clarke Lapin and Kiruna Stamell.
The workshops explored methods and strategies for devising dance, improvisational
techniques and contact improvisation. Overall the workshops provided dance training and
development for dance practitioners, teachers, choreographers and dancers with and
without disability currently working or interested in working in inclusive practices.
The movement and concepts that were explored and developed culminated in a 20-minute
studio showing titled Second Skin led by Philip Channells. Over 100 people attended the
showing and the audience was invited into a diverse physical environment where they
witnessed the dancers shed their layers and expose what‟s underneath their skin.
“It‟s such a human drive that we need movement. That‟s why it‟s just so important that we
break open these stereotypes that dance is only for one particular set of society. It has to be
for everyone.” Sue Healey, Catalyst Masterclass Teacher 2012.

Catalyst highlight reel | To view click here
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Priority 2 Capacity Building and Industry Sustainability
Strategy 2.1 Identify and respond to industry issues
Ausdance NSW engages in a variety of different ways with many people and organisations
from across the dance sector and the wider community of NSW. The scope and scale of
questions and requests for help we receive are quite broad and far reaching. As a Peak
organisation we have a depth of knowledge both at state level and within our network of
colleagues around the country. However, as an organisation with a modest amount of staff
and resources we cannot always respond to all requests simultaneously. We therefore have
created mechanisms to identify key and recurring issues and opportunities so that we can set
our priorities and the strategies to respond to them. In 2012 we implemented the new
Ausdance NSW Business Operating Model to help us do this and in 2013 we will be
implementing a complimentary internal „tracking and reporting system‟. That enables us to
feed all our activities, conversations, and programs into a report to help us track and analyse
our progress on identified issues and opportunities but also to help us identify emerging trends
and needs.
Strategy 2.2 Provide programs to support dance development

CREATEdance: Ausdance NSW Dance Space Residency Program
The Dance Space Residency Program was established in 2008 and the 2012 program offered
residencies at Fraser Street studios for Sydney‟s independent dance artists for a total of 420hrs
hours. The residencies provided selected dance artists with studio time of up to 4 weeks for
creative development, rehearsal of work, work in progress, showings, mentorship‟s and the
development of their own dance practice. The 2012 applications were of exceptionally high
standard. The program received 13 applications and 7 were successful. The successful artists
spanned a range of career stages and included;








Anton (60hrs)
Angela Goh (30hrs)
Carlee Mellow (60hrs)
Linda Luke (60hrs)
Julie-Anne Long (60hrs)
Sue Healey (60hrs)
Kay Armstrong (90hrs)

Contemporary Dance Classes program for professional dancers
The contemporary dance class program continued in 2012, with professional level
contemporary dance classes presented by Ausdance NSW every Wednesday and Thursday
from 10am – 11.45am at the Peter Forsyth Auditorium in Glebe. The program employed 20
professional dance practitioners annually, to facilitate the classes throughout 2012 and the
average class attendance was 8. At the highest levels, class participation reaches as much
as 22 students, but due to the lack of heating, class sizes drop dramatically in winter.
Throughout 2012, Ausdance NSW undertook evaluation of the program, specifically in relation
to venue and location. In 2013 Ausdance NSW will continue talks with relevant partners to
secure a more appropriate venue. Amongst the teachers were Dean Walsh, Anton, Cecile
Farrer, Lisa Griffiths, Craig Bary, Josh Thomson, Carlee Mellow, Tanya Voges, Timothy Ohl,
Kristina Chan and Matt Cornell. The classes were priced at $15 for non members and $10 per
class for members. Participants were encouraged to purchase a block of 10 classes available
to members, at the rate of $90, with a saving of $10. Attendees were also encouraged to
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become members of Ausdance NSW to receive these savings. Ausdance NSW gratefully
acknowledges the support of City of Sydney and the provision of space at a community rate.

Bridge Dance Intensive (formerly known as Dance Compass)
Bridge Dance Intensive provided development, performance and promotional opportunities
for 28 tertiary dance graduates from around Australia. The program is aimed at students from
Australia and New Zealand graduating from tertiary dance courses in 2012 and is open to
students who have graduated since 2010.
Daily technique classes by independent artists offered a range of styles and an opportunity to
become familiar with the practice of established and emerging choreographers.
Choreographic workshops provided an opportunity to test ideas and learn new repertoire.
Sessions will be tailored to the professional development of the participants and include;
Countertechnique with Anouk van Dijk, Partnering with Craig Bary, Improvisation with Shaun
Parker, Prime Orderly Modalities with Dean Walsh, and Dance Film creation with Sue Healey.
Participants also presented their own choreography in a performance, open to their peers
and a select group of industry professionals. The intensive week provided tools to help guide
recent tertiary dance graduates transition into the professional dance sector. Over the week
long intensive the graduates experienced;





Intensive workshops with leading choreographers
Industry sessions covering project development, career management, and support.
Daily technique class by leading artists from around Australia.
Opportunities to present work to peers and industry professionals.

Workshop leaders included;
SHAUN PARKER (Shaun Parker and Company), ANOUK VAN DIJK (Artistic Director, Chunky
Move), VICKI VAN HOUT (Independent Artist, Briwyant, Malthouse), SUE HEALEY (Independent
Artist/Dance Film maker), DEAN WALSH (Independent Artist, Australia Council Fellow, Prime
Orderly), CRAIG BARY (Independent Artist, IOU Dance Solo Series, Spring Dance),
JOSHUA THOMSON (Independent Artist), KRISTINA CHAN (Independent Artist, Kingdom
Mourning), CARLEE MELLOW (Independent Artist), ANTON (Choreographer/Independent Artist,
Supermodern).
Industry sessions covered;
JUMPSTARTING YOUR CAREER
How to go about applying for funding and tips for transitioning out of tertiary study. What
opportunities are available to early-career artists? Panellists included emerging artists,
mentors and funding body representatives.
ARTIST PERSPECTIVES
Independent artists and choreographers, representing various career stages, discussed what
it takes to sustain a career in dance, by sharing their personal anecdotes, hard won wisdom,
and insider tips.
TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
Martin del Amo, a diverse dance practitioner, writer, performer and dramaturg, shared his
perspective with professional career counsellor and former professional dancer, Clancy
Rowe. Martin and Clancy looked at how you navigate your career, manage relationships in
the sector, and take care of yourself as an artist and person.
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BRIDGE DANCE INTENSIVE 10-14 DECEMBER 2012, CARRIAGEWORKS, TIMETABLE.
Table 4.
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Auspicing
Auspicing support for the dance sector is provided by Ausdance NSW. This can be in the form
of initial advice on an application that we may not auspice, all the way through to
submitting a successful application on behalf of an artist and then helping manage the funds
for that grant and providing advice where needed.
We want to encourage artists and organisations to have an active and on-going relationship
with Ausdance and the staff whether auspiced or not. We also encourage those who do wish
to be auspiced to talk to us about their idea, budget and grant proposal well in advance of
the deadline. We are here to help guide artists with their work and applications to ensure the
best possible chance of a successful grant, to lead to a well planned and successful project.
For auspicing in 2013 we propose to fully implement the „longer term on-going relationship
approach‟. This will mean that we expect to have had initial conversations with artists in
advance (ideally several months) and a copy of the draft grant outline at least 2 weeks in
advance of the grant deadline. The rationale for this approach is so we can provide a
service that helps an artist to plan in advance with better prospects of successful financial
and artistic outcomes.
Strategy 2.3 Building online communication resources to assist dance practitioners
During 2012 we aimed to grow visitation to Ausdance NSW website
www.ausdancensw.com.au and online communication. See Table 5 below showing a
substantial growth.
Dance NSW magazine online was produced by Heather Knights, who sadly passed away. We
want to take this opportunity to acknowledge all her work on this publication with Ausdance
NSW.
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Table 5.

Example of Ausdance NSW webpage www.ausdancensw.com.au – 2012 MEAA Equity Rates
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Strategy 2.4 Sustain viable revenue stream for the organisation
We have maintained a solid Membership base and have found ways to increase benefits for
members e.g. lower priced ticket offers for productions at Carriageworks, Riverside Theatres
and Sydney Opera House amongst others. Classes, training, workshops and dance events
are also offered at lower prices. The new marketing and communications strategy is being
implemented to support the above activities and look at other viable revenue streams.

Tanya Voges: Independent Artist, Ausdance NSW Member (performing at Museum of Contemporary Art)
Photographer: Christophe Sachs

PRIORITY 3 – Advocacy and Development
Strategy 3.1 Provide representation for NSW dance to key government decision makers

Conduct Industry Consultations with professional dance artists
Time spent meeting with, advising, listening to and working with artists is vital in developing the
sector as a whole body as well as assisting individuals. Meetings were held with approximately 50
dance artists during 2012. These conversations, ideas, issues and opportunities raised were fed back
into our planning, advocating and lobbying for dance and its development.
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Continue to Facilitate the NSW Tertiary Dance network
During 2012 relationships with the members were strengthened through individual meetings,
information sharing and actively working in partnership together on projects such as The Australian
Youth Dance Festival with NAISDA and professional classes with UNSW. This is a young network that
would benefit from more time being allocated to it in future years. The members currently are:







UNSW
ACPE
Wesley College
NAISDA Dance College
Macquarie University

Hold Industry Representation Meetings
During the year several meetings and on-going communication took place with state,
federal and local government decision makers and funders. These include discussions with
the Department of Education and Training, Arts NSW, Dance board Australia Council for the
Arts, local councils and many key dance leaders.

Strategy 3.2 Establish a targeted development strategy to support NSW dance initiatives

Develop a 3 year Development Strategy
This is in the 2012-14 business plan and will be researched and scoped out during 2013.
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